ADDENDUM TO FINANCING MEMORANDA

PL01.01 TO .07 POLAND NATIONAL PROGRAMME 2001

PL01.08 CBC PROGRAMME POLAND-GERMANY 2001

2002/000-196-01 TO -05 POLAND NATIONAL PROGRAMME 2002 PART I

2002/000-580-01 TO -07 POLAND NATIONAL PROGRAMME 2002 PART II

Within the Framework of Phare assistance to Poland, the Addendum outlined below has been made under the 2001 and 2002 Phare Budget for Poland.

Article 1 – Nature and Subject

(1) The Financing Memorandum PL01.01 to .07 Poland National Programme 2001 signed on 20/12/2001, is modified as follows:

The disbursement period of project PL0106.06.01 Economic and social activity zone is extended by 2 months until 15/02/2005; of project PL0105.03 Biological safety system is extended by 2,5 months until 28/02/2005; of projects PL0101.02 Integrated Cadastral System/phase II and PL0101.12 Tax information and fiscal consolidation are extended by 3 months until 15/03/2005; of projects PL0106.03.02 By-pass Piotrkow-Trybunalski and PL0106.06.02 Transport infrastructure Slaskie are extended by 3,5 months until 31/03/2005; of projects PL0103.03 State border protection system, PL0104.05 Animal feed stuff, and PL0105.02 Natura 2000 are extended by 4,5 months until 30/04/2005; of project PL0101.07 Municipal privatisation is extended by 5 months until 15/05/2005, of projects PL0101.05 Insurance supervision and PL0106.09.01 Promotion of employment and HRD are extended by 6 months until 15/06/2005; of projects PL0103.05 Road border crossing Hrebenne, PL0106.02.01 Ring road Zamosc, PL0106.05.01 Road system Bialystok and PL0106.07.04 Water treatment plant Pondzie are extended by 6,5 months until 30/06/2005; of project PL0106.03.03 Eastern ring road Kutno is extended by 9 months until 15/09/2005; and of project PL0106.07.01 Swietokrzyski National Park is extended by 9,5 months until 30/09/2005.

(2) The Financing Memorandum PL01.08 Cross-Border Cooperation Programme Poland-Germany 2001 signed on 20/12/2001, is modified as follows:

The disbursement period of project PL0108.08 Environmental disaster prevention Szczecin is extended by 10 months until 30/09/2005, of project PL0108.12 Underground water resources is extended by 7 months until
30/06/2005, and of project PL0108.18 Road 352 and Zgorzelec by-pass is extended by **11 months** until 31/10/2005.

**(3)** The Financing Memorandum 2002/000-196-01 to -05 **Poland National Programme 2002 Part I** signed on 17/05/2002, is modified as follows:
The disbursement period of project **2002/000-196.01.05 Tax collection system and taxpayers control** is extended by **4 months** until 30/11/2005.

**(4)** The Financing Memorandum 2002/000-580-01 to -07 **Poland National Programme 2002 Part II** signed on 11/10/2002, is modified as follows:
The disbursement period of project **2002/000-580.01.08 Project pipeline ERDF** is extended by **7 months** until 30/06/2006.

**Article 2**

All other terms and conditions of the original Financing Memoranda PL01.01 to .07 Poland National Programme 2001, PL01.08 CBC Programme Poland-Germany 2001, 2002/000-196-01 to -05 Poland National Programme 2002 Part I, and 2002/000-580-01 to -07 Poland National Programme 2002 Part II remain unchanged.

**Article 3**

The addendum to these Financing Memoranda is drawn up in duplicate in the English language.

**Article 4 – Entry into force**

The addendum to the Financing Memoranda PL01.01 to .07 Poland National Programme 2001, PL01.08 CBC Programme Poland-Germany 2001, 2002/000-196-01 to -05 Poland National Programme 2002 Part I, and 2002/000-580-01 to -07 Poland National Programme 2002 Part II shall enter into force on the date of signature by both parties.